Nonlinear elliptic differential equations of order m acting in a space of m dimensions often occupy a special position in more general theories. In this paper we shall study one aspect of this situation. The nonlinear problem under consideration will be the variational approach to eigenvalue problems for nonlinear elliptic partial differ- 
I. Imbedding Sobolev spaces in Orlicz spaces. Let G be a bounded domain in iV-dimensional real Euclidean space R N . We consider various classes of real-valued functions defined on G and their integrals with respect to iV-dimensional Lebesgue measure. The Sobolev space W m , p (G) consists of all function u(x) in L P (G), whose derivatives (in the sense of L. Schwartz) up to order m are also in L P (G) . W»,p(G) is the closure in W m , p 
(G) of CQ(G). V? P (G)
is a Banach space with respect to the norm MI:*-T,\\i> a 4i>.
Suppose <l>(t) is a real-valued, continuous, convex even function of a real variable such that lim^o <t>(t)/t = Q and lim^» 4>if)/t= oo. Then the Orlicz class L^G) with respect to the function </>(t) consists of all functions u(x) such that J a4>(u(x))dx < oo. An Orlicz class can be made into a Banach space L^(G) by associating with <f>(t) its complementary function 0(f) and defining ||«|| = sup I uvdx, where I 0(v) dx ^ 1.
(Functions, differing only on a set of measure 0, are considered equivalent.) The closure of the bounded functions in L**(G) will be denoted E+fjG). If </>(t) is a function of exponential growth, E^{G) C.L^(G) CI***(G) are proper set inclusions (Krasnoselskii-Rutickii [7] ). A sequence of functions u n (x) is mean convergent to u(x) with respect to the class L^{G) if fo<l>(un-u)-»0 as n-»«>.
A real-valued function u(x) defined on G is said to have bounded mean oscillation on a bounded cube K 0 , if /*(#) is integrable over K Q and there are constants c and a k such that for every parallel subcube K of edge length R, the following inequality holds
J K
Suppose X and X\ are two topological spaces, then X is imbedded continuously in Xi if the imbedding operator i, i(y) =y in a continuous one-to-one mapping from X to X\. If i is a compact mapping we say the imbedding is compact.
A result of John-Nirenberg [6] shows that if u(x) is of bounded mean oscillation in Co, then «(#)£Z^(Co) for any function <f>(t)
The following theorem makes this point precise (cf. Dubinski [5] ). THEOREM 
(AN IMBEDDING THEOREM). Let G be a bounded domain in R N , and suppose N = mp. Then VP m , p (G) can be continuously imbedded in £*(G) [in the sense of mean convergence] for any <t>(t) gexp(&'0 -{for some V>0). If <j>{t) =fU(x)dx and lim^* (t/f(log t)) = <*>,the imbedding of V? m , p (G) into L^{G) is continuous and compact.
where K is any subcube parallel to K 0 (G) with edge length R, CN is a constant depending only on N, and Uk=R~NfKudx. Applying Holder's inequality to (2) we obtain, as in Meyers
Thus Finally we demonstrate the compactness of the imbedding *W m ,piG) -+Li>*iG) with <t*it) =fofis)ds and lime-** (*//(log t)) = oo. To this end we use results of Krasnoselskii-Rutickii [7] which imply that a set of functions X in E^ is compact if X is compact in the sense of convergence in measure, and for some Orlicz function #i(0> fG<f>iiu)dx is uniformly bounded for u(x) GZ, where the function <£i(/) has the property that for all X>0, lim^oe (0i(X/)/^(O) = «>. We choose <t>i(t) = exp(fc'*) -1 and by the continuity of the imbedding of e W m , p (G) into L^iG) we conclude that if X is a bounded set in e W m , p (G), fG<l>iiu)dx is uniformly bounded for w£J. Furthermore wGZ implies Xw(#)<EL</>(G) for all X>0 thus w(#)££*(G) where <j>it) = z fofis)ds. Finally an application of Rellich's Lemma shows that X is compact in £ 2 (G) and thus a fortiori with respect to convergence in measure. acting on bounded domains in R N . However an exponential growth assumption analogous to (4) was not obtained. In this section we apply Theorem 1 to determine such a growth assumption for A linear and iV=2m.
Using the definitions and notation of [l ], we consider the boundary value problem
Au -X/(«, *) = 0,
where A is a formally self ad joint, uniformly elliptic real linear operator of order 2m that satisfies Garding's inequality. We assume ƒ(/, #)£Z(pi), i.e. f(t t x) is a real-valued function defined on R'XG, jointly continuous in the x and t variables, odd and nondecreasing as a function of / and bounded above zero for xÇiG and J>0 with the exponential condition of growth t (6) lim = 00.
,_" /(log /) (We note that the above growth condition is independent of m and N.)
Set F(t, x) -fofis, x)ds, we then define
Due to growth assumption (6), we can apply Theorem 1 to conclude that 8MB is weakly closed in 
